
Creative Paper Collage

Torn paper collages are a bit wild, a bit chaotic and bring out our intuitive,
playful side. Throw away your scissors! Let your hands become your tools.

paper tips

Paper, just like fabric, has a grain.
This means it will tear easier in one direction than the other.
An easy way to check the paper grain is to take a piece of newspaper. Tear
it downwards and it will make a straight(ish) line. Tear it the other and the
paper will tear off into little scraps. You are tearing ‘against the grain’ so
you can’t get a ‘strip’ of paper.

Paper tearing 
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There are many different types of commercial and
handmade papers. Each has a particular ‘weight’ or
GSM (grams per square meter). This is important to
know for collage as you can use thicker, fibrous
paper to add texture and translucent papers as a top
layer. Copy papers for a printer are around 80 gsm,
art papers can range from 250 – 600 gsm.

Paper has weight  = GSM

Paper texture

Torn paper edges make beautiful lines in collage.
Tear against the grain to make jagged lines, tear with the grain for smooth
lines. Thick torn paper takes ink really easily and adds dimension to your
edging. Jagged edges make interesting horizon lines in landscapes.

Paper edges transform lines

Paper lines

Punch holes in it, prick it with a needle, stitch it, fold
it, crush it into a ball. Paper is resilient, it holds the
memory of all you do with it. Use holes, creases,
coffee stains and ink splatters to bring your paper
alive and tell your story.

Paper is tougher than you think

Paper resilience

Paper inspiration is everywhere. Use plane, bus and train tickets, scraps
from pasteup street posters, advertising handouts, wine and beer labels to
add colour and text. Images on thicker paper can be peeled back to remove
their backing to make thin layers for gluing.
.

Get inspired, use what you have & finish!

Paper is inspirational

Paper ephemera

Creative Paper Collage

to help get you started


